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At this time, news came.

The third batch of lost sun stones was found in Morendam.

Richard and the others all jumped up.

“Where did you find it?”

Richard asked in surprise and joy.

“This… Actually, the Sun Stone has not been transported away, all in the mining
area!”

The other side hesitated, and a voice came.

“boom!”

Hearing this answer, Richard was struck by thunder.

Looking for a long time.

It turns out that Sun Stone has never left the mining area at all?

The most dangerous place is the safest place?

Richard finally understood.

The mysterious forces just prevented the Sun Stone from leaving Morendam, but
did not take it away.



The sun stone is just packaged into ordinary stones in the mining area, and the
sun stone is in the mining area.

Was fooled!!!

Richard’s eyes were scarlet, and his face was stern with anger.

After doing it for a long time, the Sun Stone was in the mining area at all, still in
his own hands, and he didn’t lose it!

But he played around with the laboratory of the gods.

shame!

Great shame!

Richard couldn’t wait to hit him to death, he couldn’t explain to the Lab of the
Gods.

Three times.

It’s all being teased!

It would be better if he was robbed for the third time.

This is completely laid out.

“Snapped!”

“Crack!”

…

Richard was so angry that he smashed something.



The men next to him persuaded: “Mr. Richard, don’t be angry! Although we were
tricked, the Sun Stone was retrieved and it is still in our hands. We won’t suffer!”

Others also echoed: “Yes, the most important thing is that the sun stone is in our
hands!”

Richard suddenly stared at everyone: “Are you fools?”

“Ok?”

Everyone was taken aback.

“The Sun Stone is in your hands? Why is it in your hands? Isn’t that still in
Morendam? Can you bring it back?”

Richard’s repeated questions made everyone confused.

“If this is the case, I still have sunstones for hundreds of years, but the six major
mining areas are all in Morendam! Can we get one back now? Impossible!”

Richard shouted.

Everyone understood what Richard meant.

Now these sun stones are only theirs in name.

Can you really get it?

Can’t get it!

With this group of mysterious forces here, they don’t want to take away a sun
stone.

They found the third batch of missing sun stones.

But everyone couldn’t be happy.



The result is the same.

Can’t be shipped back to the laboratory of the gods.

The most important thing is that even if the Sun Stone is found, there has been
no clue about the mysterious force.

Even Huoyun Cthulhu did not find the slightest.

Now Richard faces two choices.

Should we bring the third batch of sunstones back first, or should we continue
mining?

The problem!!!

Richard is a little scared now.

He dared not transport the sun stone.

He was afraid of being robbed the fourth time.

Scared!

Richard actually had fear.

But the mysterious force is the fear of the unknown.

Richard was afraid that it was normal.

Richard gathered all his subordinates for a meeting to discuss what should be
done next.

“Mr. Richard, should we continue to try? Try again to transport the Sun Stone
back! Just follow the arrangement of the last time! This time, we will guard
against death in Morendam. I don’t believe it will be shipped back?



Someone suggested.

“Yeah, they took advantage of the loophole this time. We discovered this
loophole. I want to see it. Do they have any other solutions?”

“Yeah, I agree too! As long as we are optimistic about all the points, they can’t
help it.”

…

Everyone suggested that the Sun Stone should be shipped back first.

Richard said helplessly: “All right, let’s try again?”

But at this moment, news came suddenly: “It’s not good, something happened
again!”
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Richard and everyone were taken aback.

“Something happened again???”

But they have to decide to continue to transport the sun stone back.

Not implemented yet…

How could something happen?

Everyone stared at the intelligence agent.

“This time something really happened! I just got the news that the sun stone
mining areas on the Bay of Saint Lus Island in the Western Continent and the 13
islands in the Bens Sea were looted! The mining bases were all destroyed! “

“boom!!!”



a bolt from the blue!

The news came out.

Richard and others were dumbfounded.

Now all the attention of him and the laboratory of the gods is on the Morendam
mining area and the mysterious forces.

Where can I take care of the others.

Richard doesn’t even care about Wood Zhengjie’s experiment now.

But I never thought that someone would actually start with other sunstone mining
areas.

Over the years, the laboratories of the gods have established various base
laboratories all over the world.

One of the main purposes is to discover and mine solar stone energy.

All over the world, the laboratories of the gods have discovered many locations
for solar stone energy.

And then mine…

But everything is done in secret.

It is a level 1 secret of the Lab of the Gods!

Outsiders would never know…

But now, what’s the situation?

Listening to the familiar place names, Richard’s heart was about to fly out.



These places on St. Lus Bay Island are the key mining areas of the Gods
Laboratory.

A lot of sun stones can be mined.

Was it destroyed like this?

How did they find it?

“Puff!”

Richard fainted directly.

Others also felt dark in front of them.

The hands of this mysterious force are too long, right?

Not only the Sunstone mining in Morendam, but also other things now!

It turned out that everyone was wondering whether a certain force in Morendam
would resolutely not let the Sun Stone leave Morendam.

Now it seems that this is simply someone who is against the experiment of the
gods!

Did not wait for any reaction from the Gods Lab.

Another news came.

“A sunstone mining area in the northern glacier zone of Northern Continent has
been damaged!”

“A sunstone mining area in the iceberg belt of Southern Continent has been
damaged!”

“An extinct volcanic sunstone mining area near the East Island was destroyed!”



…

The Lab of the Gods has more than 300 sunstone mining areas in the world.

More than 30 people were affected this time.

The distribution range is still very wide, all over the world.

There are from all continents.

The attack range of the mysterious forces spreads all over the world.

It was done at the same time!

Shocked!

The world is shocked again!

Countless people are evaluating the strength of this mysterious force!

Before everyone summed up a truth.

This mysterious force is very powerful, but it can only engage in petty thefts in
the face of the Lab of the Gods.

But wherever I thought, there was a huge wave of backhand.

It can move around the world at the same time and destroy more than 30
sunstone mining areas.

It shows that this force is strong enough to explode.

Can directly threaten the laboratory of the gods.

Some are happy and some are sad.



All parties in Morendam are naturally happy.

Someone can prevent Morendam’s Sunstone from being mined, and others can
restrict the Lab of the Gods.

This is good for Morendam.

Some people who are hostile to the Lab of the Gods, or don’t have a good
relationship with Warhawks think so.

However, the alliance and affiliated forces of the Warhawks, or the allies of the
Lab of the Gods are going crazy.

This directly affects them.

…

All of this was naturally done by Levi.

His old ministry arranged to do these things.

Alton and the others are doing some big things…

“I can’t kill you all at once, but I can kill you a little bit!”

Levi sneered.

At this time Suzaku walked in and brought a piece of information: “Boss, you
asked the investigator to find it!”
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“Find it?”

Levi’s eyes lit up.

He immediately took the information and flipped through it.

The Gods Laboratory has laboratory bases in almost every region in the world.

Surveying energy materials for the laboratories of the gods, etc.

This possibility is the lifeblood of the Lab of the Gods.

What Levi wanted to do now was to destroy these secret bases one by one.

Morendam must have them too, otherwise how did they find the place where the
sun stone is produced?

So when Levi first deployed the mission, one item was to find out the secret base
of the Gods Laboratory in Morendam.

These secret bases are the most critical of the Gods Laboratory.

So it is very secret and it is not easy to find out.

Even though the Blackwater Company came to Morendam with fanfare this time,
the secret base never showed up.

This created a lot of difficulties for Suzaku and the others.

I haven’t found it until now.

This secret base is still under investigation in Morendam, looking for more energy
sources, this time in the God of War Mountains.

Suzaku discovered it by them.



“It turns out that there is not only one base in Morendam, but six bases!”

Levi glanced at the list and couldn’t help saying.

Suzaku said: “It’s estimated that the laboratories of the gods have taken care of
everything, otherwise, more than a dozen or twenty are possible! There are more
places that produce sun stones.”

Levi nodded: “I have to say that the laboratories of the gods are too scary, and
they have footprints all over the world! Besides them, who can do it? I don’t know
how shocking the true core of the laboratories of the gods is, their real
technology is not Know what level you have reached…”

Everyone’s complexion became solemn.

Don’t look at how badly it is hitting the Lab of Gods.

But let alone the lifeblood of the True Gods Laboratory, I have never seen it
before.

“What about these secret bases, boss?”

Suzaku asked.

“Control it!”

“Nowadays, the mining of the sun stone is bound to be obtained! The whole
world will start here! We are lack of technology, let alone mining, there is no way
to find it.”

“So these people must be controlled and used by us! We need to survey the sun
stone technology, but also the sun stone mining technology!”

“Understood! I’ll do it right away!”

…



In just one night, Levi sent someone to control all the secret bases.

Richard and the Lab of the Gods were really busy this night.

Damaged everywhere, check everywhere…

In the early morning, Richard took a breath.

Just when I was about to rest, there was another news.

“Mr. Richard has another accident!”

“Speak? What’s wrong?”

Richard was numb by now.

Too much bad news.

“Our six secret bases in Morendam have disappeared for no reason, and people
can’t contact them at all! All the instruments are also in a closed state, fearing
that they have been destroyed by mysterious forces.”

Hearing this, Richard’s face changed.

“You can find this? Even if we were mining in Morendam, we didn’t show them!
After all, Morendam is the most resource-rich area! How did we find it?”

Richard was shocked.

“But the good thing is that the most important base is still there!”

It turns out that there are not only six secret bases, but seven.

Richard glared at him: “Let them hide temporarily, don’t let them find out!”

“Rex asked whether to continue mining or transportation?”



Richard shook his head: “I don’t know, my mind is all messed up now!”

“Who? Who on earth is against us?”

Richard is going crazy.

The whole person is going to explode.

The other party was eating them a little bit, but they didn’t even know who the
other party was.

“Mr. Richard, I have an idea… Would you like to listen?”
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“you?”

Richard looked at the servant in surprise.

This kid is called Logan Shiji and he is from Star Country.

Obviously high-tech talents.

But give up all the good life, come here to apply for a servant.

Pour Richard coffee all day long.

In order to want to enter the laboratory of the gods.

“Yes, I have an idea!”

Without hope, Richard nodded: “Well, let’s talk about it!”

Just listen to it casually.



“From our point of view, looking for it now is a needle in a haystack! The other
party deliberately targeted us, and it will never leave us any clues.”

“But with such a large-scale operation, they are not ghosts or gods, how can they
not leave footprints?”

Richard seemed to think of something, his eyes lit up.

“Yes, as long as they move, there will definitely be something left. It’s just that we
can’t find it from our perspective. You keep talking!”

Logan Shiji smiled and continued: “We can’t find our angle, but that doesn’t mean
that other people’s angle can’t be found.”

Richard came to the spirit and looked at him carefully.

“My idea is simple, issue a reward order! Let more forces and more people help
us find these mysterious forces together! As long as our conditions are good, we
can attract more and more people to participate!

At that time, the difficulty of the mysterious forces increased every time they
acted, not just facing us! To exaggerate, you may have to face the whole world!
Their actions are equivalent to being exposed to the whole world! “

Logan Shiji stated his plan.

Richard slapped his thigh immediately.

“Yes, although we are strong, we don’t want to cover everything! We still need
other people’s help! If other people can work for us, they really have nowhere to
run!”

Richard immediately shouted: “Come here, immediately issue a reward order in
the name of the Gods Laboratory and the Blackwater Company…”

The conditions for the reward order are very rich.



Even if you provide some clues, you can get a sky-high reward.

Including resource technology and so on.

Everything!

As soon as this reward order was released, everyone went crazy.

They want to help the Gods’ Lab to unearth the mysterious forces.

Not only that, even the major hidden forces on the mysterious dark web have
also taken action.

These dark forces hidden all over the world may even be a little afraid of the
Gods Laboratory.

Some ancient forces that may have gone through hundreds of years.

There are many of them, even in this era, they are still standing still.

But the conditions set out by the Gods Lab are too attractive.

They are also tempted.

After the reward order was issued, almost the whole world was looking for Levi
and them.

The effect was better than Richard and the others thought.

The number of participating forces is also more!

Looking at the clues presented, Richard was surprised and delighted.

Not to mention whether these clues are useful.

But there was none before.



Now even a clue to provide directions is fine.

The most important thing is that these clues are really useful after screening.

For example, you have taken pictures of your back, and traces of activities in a
certain area, and so on.

The clues are more and more.

The truth is getting closer.

Richard was surprised at Logan Shiji: “I will directly promote you to be one of my
assistants! If this time I really find a mysterious force, I will directly ask the
laboratory for you!”

“Thank you Mr. Richard!”

Logan Shiji also smiled excitedly.

“Mr. Richard, I actually have another idea…”

He hesitated and stopped.

“Huh? Any ideas?”

Richard was taken aback.

“I think I can transport the Sun Stone back…”

“First, now the whole world is looking for them, they will be too much more
difficult to act, and it is easy to be exposed!”

“Secondly, we can ask Morendam to be escorted!”
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Lee Seki looked at Richard and said, “Let me talk about my reasons!”

“I always think this mysterious force has something to do with Morendam! After
all, the fuse started when Morendam Sun Stone was mined!”

“So we can ask Morendam’s Tiance Mansion or Colin to send someone to escort
him! At that time, see if they have anything to do with Morendam?

The best mysterious forces can appear, and we can dig them out directly. If it
doesn’t appear, the Sun Stone was also brought back by us. “

“We will not lose anyway!”

“And in the future we can continue to mine sunstone from Morendam… will not
be blocked…”

Logan Shiji is very confident of this plan.

When Richard looked at Lee Seki, he admired the young man more and more.

Really have an idea.

Too many problems have been solved now.

Richard nodded and said: “At this time, I also want to continue to transport the
Sun Stone back, forcing the mysterious forces to take action. However, I did not
expect Morendam to escort him. This trick is really amazing! I can directly judge
Morendam. Did you participate?”



“Come on, quickly prepare for me! Start to transport the sunstone back in a day!”

“Set it up for me! Tell me, Rex! And contact Morendam, let them send someone
to protect this time!”

…

Richard quickly arranged the task.

All hand devices in the Lab of the Gods are in place.

Because of the rewarding order, the major forces who began to help the Gods’
Laboratory also began to wait.

As long as the time comes to help the gods laboratory a little, you will have to get
rich rewards.

Almost everywhere in the world was in action, staring at whether Levi and the
others would appear.

…

After Daxiatian Cefu and Colin received the request, they could only agree.

After all, the whole world is staring.

“No way, send someone to escort it! We can’t refuse!”

“There is also the thing that the sun stone was robbed must not happen in
Morendam, even in the mining area!”

Tiance Mansion and Colin were forced to be helpless.

Can only send a team to protect.

Morendam’s reputation must not be damaged in any way!



This time the transportation is unprecedented.

It was also the easiest time for Richard and others in the Lab of the Gods.

They just sat firmly on the Diaoyutai and waited for Levi to appear.

This time, Rex was cautious and cautious.

Make sure that there are no problems in every link.

After confirming that it is correct, the sunstone is loaded into the transportation
device.

Let Morendam’s escort team check again and again.

After everything is okay, the shipment starts.

With much attention, transportation begins.

…

“Boss, they are clearly targeting us this time! We won’t proceed in secret this time
anyway!”

“Yes, it’s too targeted, we don’t have any chance!”

…

Suzaku began to worry.

One after another looked at Levi.

The opponent deliberately targeted, from the source, halfway and end, every link
was stuck.



In addition, thousands of forces are still helping them, as long as Levi and the
others do something, it will definitely be exposed.

And also deliberately let Morendam escort.

It is even more sinister.

“What about the boss? Are all ministries asking you?”

Everyone looked at Levi, everyone was a little anxious.

Levi was expressionless.

He didn’t know how well Richard and the others were targeted this time.

And he had anticipated that it would be more and more difficult to stop it later.

“Boss, do you have an idea?”

Everyone is even more anxious.

Obviously, it can be seen that Levi is also powerless this time.

Not as before, everything has been arranged long ago.

He didn’t have any arrangements this time.

Because every team is asking about plans.

Obviously Levi didn’t make advance preparations.

Annoyed by everyone’s questions, Levi said displeased: “Cold salad!!!”
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Everyone was astonished.



Is this giving up?

Still do it recklessly regardless of risk?

But this risk is too great.

It will almost fail.

But the Sun Stone must not fall into the hands of the War Eagle Nation!

“Boss, tell us the truth, do you have any coup! It’s already ready!”

Everyone was anxious, wondering if Levi was ready.

Levi glanced at everyone and shook his head: “No!”

“Listen, no one is allowed to act rashly without my order! Offenders are dealt with
by military law!”

Levi swept the crowd and warned.

…

The transportation team set off.

Escorted by all parties.

During the escort, check every half an hour.

Confirm that it is correct, and then continue to set off.

So repeatedly, all the way to the harbor safely.

Richard deliberately arranged for his cronies to wait in the harbor, and the Sun
Stone came to look at it.



“no problem!”

“Start loading!”

…

The escort mission of the Great Summer Policy House was completed.

At least there were no problems in Morendam.

They also breathed a sigh of relief in Tiance Mansion.

They were afraid that the mysterious forces would take action in the territory of
Morendam, so it was impossible to tell at all.

It will be condemned by the international community, thinking that Morendam did
it or Morendam was an accomplice.

…

Richard and the others have been staring.

Seeing this, Richard sighed: “Does it really have nothing to do with Morendam?”

“Mr. Richard, let’s watch the next journey!”

Logan Shiji reminded from the side.

Nautical transportation continues!

Still very cautious.

Staring at it all the time, but after a while, I have to check again to see if it is still
there.

So repeatedly.



One hour.

Nothing unusual.

Two hours.

Nothing unusual.

…

Ten hours have passed.

Still nothing happened.

But Richard and the others are cautious.

Checking it all the time, after all, I was scared the first few times.

For fear of being fooled again.

…

As time goes by, it gets closer and closer to the destination.

Suzaku started to cry in a hurry.

Levi had an arrangement before, and the Sun Stone had been contracted long
ago.

But this time is different.

All the personnel are there, no one to perform the task at all.

Can only watch the Sun Stone being transported back.



“It seems that if we want to keep the Sun Stone from being mined, our own
strength is still too weak! Morendam must come forward to stop it!”

“Yes, we are subject to too many restrictions! We can only stop a few times, and
there will be no way for a long time!”

“Hey, this time we can’t stop it! Forcibly preventing us from exposing without
saying, it is very likely that the whole army will be wiped out!”

…

Richard and Logan Shiji are also analyzing.

“After all, our methods are too hard! If you don’t give each other a bit of space,
they can’t do anything.”

Richard smiled.

Logan Shiji nodded: “If it were me, I wouldn’t make a move. I can’t expose
myself. I might even be uprooted.”

“But we still need to be cautious. What if the other party does something on the
rest of the journey? At this time, our vigilance has been relaxed a lot. Maybe this
is someone’s strategy?”

Richard is still very cautious.

In the remaining few hours of the journey, we still guarded strictly and checked
from time to time.

Finally finished the rest of the road, safely came to the first base of the sea of   the
Gods Laboratory, which is the place to meet.

Arrived here, it is equivalent to the territory of the laboratory of the gods.

It’s already the destination.



It’s safe.

Richard and the others immediately surrounded him, he was worried, he wanted
to see it with his own eyes.

“Come on, turn on all the devices!”

Richard ordered the people to turn on all the devices.

Soon the sun stones all appeared in front of everyone.

This time it was shipped back safely.

No one is missing!

Richard cried with joy.


